4th Annual Friends of Education

Battle of the Books

2019-2020 Round 2 Book List

- The Vanderbeekers of 141st Street (book 1) by Karina Yan Glaser
- Pippi Longstocking (book 1) by Astrid Lindgren
- The Mighty Miss Malone by Christopher Paul Curtis
- Lucky Broken Girl by Ruth Behar
- Peter Nimble & His Fantastic Eyes by Jonathan Auxier
- 100 Cupboards (book 1) by N. D. Wilson
- Sign of the Beaver by Elizabeth George Speare
- One Dead Spy (Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales) by Nathan Hale
- Echo by Pam Muñoz Ryan
- Earthquake Terror by Peg Kehret
- A Bad Beginning (A Series of Unfortunate Events # 1) by Lemony Snicket
- Redwall (book 1) by Brian Jacques